
Autumn Term1 Curriculum Bulletin for Year 9 – September 2021

Subject What are we learning this half term?
Art Cityscapes

During this module students will experiment with a wide variety of media and processes to give them
an insight into the Art and Design GCSE. Students will look at the work of other artists as inspiration.

Business
Studies

Entrepreneurship
Students will look at what makes a person or business successful.
They will analyse logos and branding, as well as looking at the personal qualities of an entrepreneur.

Computing Cyber Security:
Students take a journey of discovery about techniques used by cybercriminals to steal data, disrupt
systems, and infiltrate networks. The learners will start by considering the value of their data to
organisations and what they might use it for. They will then look at social engineering techniques used
by cybercriminals to try to trick users into giving away their personal data. The unit will look at the
more common cybercrimes such as hacking, DDoS attacks, and malware, as well as looking at
methods to protect ourselves and our networks against these attacks.

Drama The Story of Anna Brooks. Students explore characters and circumstances based on a real life story.
This unit of work uses the Drama medium to develop students' understanding of characters and
themes.

DT Rotation Food - Students will complete an 8-hour course in food practicals skills.
They will make bread, lattice fruit pie, Cornish pasties, Swiss roll and complete an investigation in cake
making. This is a skills based module to prepare them for GCSE food.
Students will also be taught the theory and science behind the ingredients they use.
Technology - Students will be learning about batch production and patterns in manufacturing. They
will learn about wood joints and apply this knowledge to make an item.
Electronics - Students will be learning about LED lighting circuits and manufacturing a LDR triggered
light for a household / garden application.
Construction - Students will be introduced to the basics of carpentry and will be working from
technical construction drawing to manufacture a door lining / frame and finish with appropriate
painting and decorating techniques.
Child Development / Health and Social care -Students will be introduced to the Child Development
and Health and Social Care courses and their style of learning. An insight into careers in the Health
sector. Emergency Procedures and basic first aid in an emergency.

English Language Paper 2 Reading Skills: Students will explore a range of non-fiction texts from the 19th and
20th century focussing on characters throughout history. Students will develop key reading skills such
as interpreting explicit and implicit pieces of information; analysing language; considering a writer’s
intended effect on the reader and comparison skills.

French Free time and Food: This term students will be using a wider range of language and various tenses to
talk about sports and hobbies.  Later in the term they will explore food vocabulary, shopping and
meals out.  They will build confidence through phonics and sentence building.  They will practise their
reading, listening, speaking and writing skills.



Geography Coastal Landscapes: Students will learn about the formation of multiple coastal features in the UK and
around the world, including stacks, coral reefs and mangroves. They will look at the importance of
geology in the formation of these features as well as how human actions are altering these coastal
landscapes.

German Freetime Activities: Students will learn the topic of food and drink, revise and recap the use of the
present tense and also look at the topic of sport. They will practise these topics using a variety of
skills; reading, listening,speaking and writing.

Graphics In the context of this particular year 9, the students will be informed of the particular content and
structure of the Graphics GCSE enabling them to make an informed choice in their options. To do this
they will study a particular Graphic Designer, using a range of media, in particular ‘workshop’ sessions
with Adobe Photoshop/Illustrator.

History An overview of the Second World War and global conflict: Building on our Rise of Fascisim Unit
from the end of year 8 we now look at specific examples of the experiences of people during the
Second World War.  We will investigate the concept of Blitz spirit and wartime propaganda.  We also
look at the experience of German people through the Bombing of Dresden.  We begin to consider a
war of ideologies that began at the beginning of the Cold War.  We then begin to consider the impact
of Nazi anti-Semitism on Jewish people in Europe and the  key events of the Holocaust before studying
this in more depth in half term two.

Mathematics Place value, rounding, estimation and standard form
We teach this at the start of Year 9 as students will all be using standard form in Science this term too.
We will revisit the use of place value in our number system for efficient non-calculator arithmetic and
the use of place value and powers of 10 in metric measurement conversions. We develop everyday
practical number sense through the use of approximation (rounding) and estimation. Finally, we study
the use of standard form (or standard index form) to write, compare and calculate with very
small/large numbers more easily and efficiently. Higher sets will also study truncation in contrast to
rounding and begin to explore error intervals for measurements and resulting upper/lower bounds for
calculations.

Algebraic manipulation, solving equations and inequalities
We will begin this longer unit developing algebraic fluency and students’ ability to solve problems
more efficiently using algebra. Key skills include collecting like terms, expanding and factorising
brackets and finding unknown missing numbers in calculations leading into solving algebraic
equations. Most sets will look at solving equations involving brackets, fractions and with unknowns on
both sides as well as creating and using worded equations, working with inequalities on a number line
and solving inequalities algebraically. Higher sets will extend to expanding, factorising and solving
quadratics (double brackets), expanding triple brackets, solving simultaneous equations algebraically
and solving more complex problems by forming equations to do so efficiently using algebra. We will
continue this unit of study into the next half term, so some revision in the half term break would help.

Media
Studies

Students will learn about camera angles and positions and the effect they have on audience
interpretation. They will begin to look at methods of film promotion starting with the Bond films from
the 1970’s

Music Blues and Jazz
This term, students will consolidate musicianship skills and proficiency in singing, keyboard skills,
theory, and note-reading. We will focus on aspects of popular music from the 20th century; such as
improvisation, rhythm and blues, and the influences culture and historical events had on these genres.
We will also begin working on the ABRSM Grade 3 Theory syllabus.



PSHE Form
time.

Emotional Wellbeing, Mental Health Workshop, Interpersonal skills, Careers Step Forward -
considering career paths and aiding the preparation for the options process.

Personal
Development
& Citizenship

Students will study a varied programme of Citizenship and PSHE alternately throughout the 6 half
terms of this school year. They will be introduced to Human Rights and the current human rights
issues facing the UK today during the first half term. We will look at issues such as ‘belonging’ to a
community , county lines and extremism. In the second half term The PSHE programme will explore
Health and Well being.  There is an emphasis throughout these lessons of participation, advocacy and
respect.

Physical
Education
(PE)

Over the first term students will continue to develop their skill base of a variety of sports. Students
will look to develop their understanding and implementation of the tactics aspects within each activity
covered. The activities will be carried out in 4 week blocks. They will use their knowledge and
understanding of the sports to be able to outwit opponents within a competitive environment.
Students will cover a variety of sports over the term including Rugby, Basketball, fitness and football
for the boys and Netball, trampolining, fitness and dance for the girls
Once a fortnight students will have a class based lesson looking at the theoretical aspects of the
principles of training and components of fitness. This will give students an understanding of the
requirements of Exam PE. This will be assessed through a google forms quiz at the end of the term.

Religious
Education
(RE)

What are ethics? Is it OK to break an unjust law? What is Sanctity of Life?  Do we all have Sanctity of
LIfe?  What responsibilities do we have for the planet? Is it OK to eat meat?  How should I treat my
body? How should we treat others?  Has religion had its day?  Is football a religion?

Science We will be developing practical skills for the KS4 course and alongside incorporating new content to
keep up with the rigours of the GCSE.
Skill areas include: using microscopes, investigating the role of light in photosynthesis, variation in
seedlings, neutralisation, reactivity series, gas testing, rates of reaction, making salts, comparing
conductors and insulators, investigating resistance and calculating density.

Spanish Their foundation in another language will enable the students to quickly acquire the basics of the
Spanish language: greetings, phonics, alphabet, numbers, days, months, family and friends, physical
description, pets, school subjects, hobbies, weather sport and the Present Tense!  They will practise
their skills in listening, speaking, reading and writing. They will develop their phonics and spelling
throughout.


